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Note- Attempt all the five questions. One question from
each unit is compulsory. All questions carry equal marks.



Unit-1)

1.         
    

P.T.O.
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Explain the selection of multimedia approaches in sci-
ence teaching for higher secondary level.

OR

   

  

   

 

Write the short notes (Any two)-

(A) Design in laboratory

(B) Developing science kit

(C) Learning resources for physics teaching section.



Unit-2)

2.        
  

What is performance-based assessment how develop
the various indicators for performance based assesment?

OR



Explain the continuous & comprehensive evaluation in
science/physics teaching?
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Unit-3)

3.    

    

  

      

Write the short notes (Any two)

(A) Carbon and carbonic compouds

(B) Work and energy

(C) Uses ICT in science teacher

OR

         
      

Prepare planning for developing scientific views in stu-
dents for physical science(science) teaching as a teacher.



Unit-4)

4. 



Identify physical, scientific and chemical incident's in daily
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life for creating  knowledge as a teacher.

OR


    

Describe the various curricular activities for developing
scientific attitude in science teaching.



Unit-5)

5.        
    

Describe the various resources for professional devel-
opment of science/physics teachers in physics/scien-
tific teaching.

OR

  

  



  

Explain (Any two)

(A) National laboratories

(B) Action research

(C) Science centers


